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Abstract

Parallel decoding based on multiple models has been studied to
cover various conditions and speakers at a time on a speech recog-
nition system. However, running many recognizers in parallel ap-
plying all models causes the total computational cost to grow in
proportion to the number of models. In this paper, an efficient
way of finding and pruning unpromising decoding processes dur-
ing search is proposed. By comparing temporal search statistics
at each frame among all decoders, decoders with relatively un-
matched model can be pruned in the middle of recognition pro-
cess to save computational cost. This method allows the model
structures to be mutually independent. Two frame-wise prun-
ing measures based on maximum hypothesis likelihoods and top
confidence scores respectively, and their combinations are investi-
gated. Experimental results on parallel recognition of seven acous-
tic models showed that by using the both criteria, the total compu-
tational cost was reduced to 36.53% compared to full computation
without degrading the recognition accuracy.
Index Terms: parallel decoding, robust speech recognition, multi
model recognition, confidence measure, search.

1. Introduction
Speech recognition using multiple models has been studied re-
cently to overcome diverse acoustic conditions and variety of tar-
get speakers on real-world speech applications. A multi-mixture
model [1], combining mixture components of several acoustic
models trained from different training sets independently, can
achieve better accuracy than a single model with multi-condition
training. However, multi-mixture method requires the acoustic
models to have strictly the same model structure.

Another multi-model recognition scheme is the parallel de-
coding [2], where input speech is recognized by several decoders
for each model / feature setup, and then the transcribed outputs are
integrated to produce the final result [3]. The results can be further
combined to produce better result on the basis of classifier combin-
ing, typically called as ROVER [4]. This approach is promising
in that it allows different feature sets, acoustic model structures,
and even different language models to be applied simultaneously,
which can lead to robust recognition against real-world utter-
ances. This approach can be further applied to multi-environment,
multi-domain, multi-speaking-style, and multi-language recogni-
tion where the possible models are processed concurrently.

However, the increasing computational amount may prevent
the parallel decoding from its practical use. The computational
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Figure 1: Inter-decoder frame-wise pruning.

will grow proportional to the number of combinations. Since
combination of conditions (i.e., target speakers, noise condi-
s, utterance topics) becomes exponentially larger for rich ap-
ation, it is essential to reduce the computational cost in the
ework of multi-model speech recognition.
In this paper, an efficient parallel decoding scheme pruning the
ders in the middle of recognition is investigated. Frame-wise

ch statistics extracted from the running decoders at each in-
frame are compared concurrently during recognition to judge
ch recognition processes should be terminated as unpromising
s. Several search statistics based on maximum hypothesis like-
ods and confidence scores are investigated to estimate which
gnizer would have the best discriminative ability.

2. Inter-decoder pruning
Basic idea

e parallel decoding scheme, the search is performed on all the
ible model sets for each input, and then the best result will be

sen or the results are combined to form lattice. In this scheme,
computation for unpromising models that will not contribute to
final result can be cut off. By terminating decoders at the time
eing determined as unpromising, the total computational cost
be saved.
The proposed pruning process is illustrated in Figure 1.
eral search statistics are gathered among all decoders on each
e of beam-synchronous search step, and the ones whose
es get relatively low will be terminated at the frame and will
be computed further. We call this method “inter-decoder prun-

in this paper. Though there is a mathod for selecting the re-
e of the model before decoding by supervised model selection,
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evaluating models during decoding is examinated for the realtime
quality.

Another multi-model recognition approach is to handle mod-
els on a single decoder and search with independent hypotheses
for every model sets to find the best result among the model vari-
ations. In this framework, the hypothesis for the most matched
models will be survived on the basis of normal recognition proce-
dure. However, using various kinds of language model and acous-
tic model simultaneously at single decoder can be a loss of com-
putational efficiency.

Previous works on parallel recognition have focused on
consulting partial hypotheses among decoders during search to
strengthen most common word hypothesis [5]. However, this
method assumes that the vocabularies are common, and also as-
sumes hypothesis equally appeared among decoders to be promis-
ing. The later assumption will not always be true under various
diverse conditions.

2.2. Pruning measures

The pruning performance depends on how early and how stably it
can find unpromising decoders as early as possible in the middle
of search process, while keeping accuracy. We investigate two cri-
teria based on maximum hypothesis likelihood and posterior prob-
ability based confidence scores, which can be obtained on frame-
wise recognition process.

2.2.1. Maximum hypothesis likelihood

The hypothesises on an mismatched model tend to get lower like-
lihoods than on matched models. Thus, the maximum hypothesis
likelihood at each frame can be used as a pruning criteria to deter-
mine which model is mismatched toward the input, if the acoustic
models have similar resolutions (i.e., model parameter size).

Let [w, t] denote a specific hypothesis of word w that ends
at frame t, and Wbest(k) indicates the best hypothesis path from
start that ends at hypothesis k. The word likelihood gm([w, t]) is
computed on model set m,

gm([w, t]) = log P (xt|Wbest([w, t]))P (Wbest([w, t])) (1)

where xt indicates input sequence from frame 0 to t. Here let
Wm(t) denote the set of survived words at frame t on decoder m.
The maximum hypothesis likelihood of each decoder gm(t) is then
defined as

gm(t) = max
w∈Wm(t)

gm([w, t]). (2)

When recognition, at frame t, a decoder m will be terminated if it
meets the criterion

gm(t) + goff < max
m

gm(t) (3)

where the offset threshold goff is a fixed value.
Additionally, a parameter start should be defined to skip the

first start frames. It is needed to avoid pruning only by the scores
of noisy input, which often exists at the beginning part of a speech
input. Thus the parameter start should be specified to start prun-
ing after that frame.

When two or more decoders are survived till the end of in-
put T , the one which gets the maximum value of gm(T ) will be
selected as the final result.
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2. Top confidence score

fidence scoring based on posterior probabilities is one of the
ular methods to assign confidences to the speech recognition
lts. We propose using the confidence score computed from
lihoods of survived hypotheses at each frame as a pruning cri-

to be compared between decoders. Since the posterior prob-
ity reflects the relative distribution of word likelihoods among
peting alternatives [6] and their sum is always 1, the top confi-

ce scores can be counted as a measure of discriminative ability
e model.
At each frame, confidence scores of the survived hypotheses
ach decoder can be calculated based on their posterior prob-

ities derived from their accumulated likelihoods at that time.
τ denote the starting time and t the ending time of word w.
;τ,t] denotes all paths that contain the hypothesis [w; τ, t]. The
erior probability P ([w; τ, t]|x) of a specific word hypothesis
τ, t] over the whole acoustic observations xT can be computed
umming up the posterior probabilities of all paths which con-
the hypothesis [w; τ, t],

P ([w; τ, t]|xT ) =
X

W∈W[w;τ,t]

P (xT |W )P (W )

P (xT )
. (4)

ile recognition process, by approximating the sum of all paths
he current best path [7], the posterior probability of the hypoth-
at t (0 < t ≤ T ) can be computed as

([w; τ, t]|xt) =
X

W∈W[w;τ,t]

P (xt|W )P (W )

P (xt)
(5)

≈ P (xt|Wbest([w, t]))P (Wbest([w, t]))

P (xt)
.(6)

ce P (xt) is approximated by the sum over all existing paths at
the posterior probability of a word w on time t at decoder m
be expressed as follows:

Pm([w, t]|xt) ≈ egm([w,t])

P (xt)
(7)

≈ egm([w,t])

P
w′∈Wm(t) egm([w′,t]) . (8)

s, its confidence score is defined with a scaling factor α,

Cm([w, t]) =
eα·gm([w,t])

P
w′∈Wm(t) eα·gm([w′,t]) . (9)

We assume that the discriminative ability of the model set on a
der can be estimated by the top word confidence score. When

ord in a decoder has high confidence, it can be expected that
models in the decoder discriminates the word well from other
peting alternatives. Actually, the sum of top N confidence
es is used to get the overall decoder confidence Cm(t),

Cm(t) =
X

best N words at t

Cm([w, t]). (10)

en recognition, a decoder m will be terminated if it meets the
rion

Cm(t) + coff < max
m

Cm(t). (11)

ce the confidence score is normalized, it is possible to com-
the scores of competing hypotheses on the same scale among
els. This is the distinctive feature compared with the word

lihood.



3. Experiment
The proposed method was evaluated through an experiment be-
low. The proposed methods were implemented on an open-source
recognition engine Julius [8] rev.3.5. Since Julius is a 2-pass de-
coder, the proposed pruning methods are implemented at the first
pass of frame-synchronous beam search. The second pass will be
executed for only survived decoders to get the final result.

3.1. Set up

All acoustic and language models available from the Continuous
Speech Recognition Consortium [9] were used.

The training databases are ATR-BLA and JNAS+ASJ. The
ATR-BLA database consists of 3,769 speakers, total 162 hours
of spontaneous speech. The JNAS+ASJ database consists of 361
speakers, total 98 hours of read speech.

Seven speaker-independent acoustic models were chosen to
this experiment as listed in Table 1. “JNAS-PTM” and “JNAS-
tri” are trained using JNAS database, and “ATR-PTM” and “ATR-
tri” are using ATR database. “Senior-PTM” is trained from se-
nior people’s utterances with the same amount and sentences of
JNAS. “Child-PTM” is trained using 100 reading utterances of
400 children. “JNAS-Tel-tri” is trained using JNAS database, with
bandwidth limited for telephone-based recognition, so this is un-
matched model. The suffixes “-PTM” and “-tri” denote the model
structures: the former is phonetic tied-mixture model and the latter
is shared-state triphone model. Speech waves were analyzed with
25-ms Hamming window, and the sampling rate is 16kHz. The
feature vectors had 25 elements comprising of 12 MFCC, their
delta, and delta energy. The Language model is a word 3-gram of
20k words.

The test set were gathered from the two database. 50 utter-
ances by 23 adult male speakers and 23 adult female speakers are
extracted from JNAS database, and 50 utterances by four adult
male speakers are recorded for ATR database. They are not in-
cluded in the training set.

The beam width was set to 2000, and the scaling parameter of
confidence scoring α was set to 0.05 for all experiments.

3.2. Evaluation measure

In addition to word error rate (WER), an approximate computa-
tional amount measure Cost is defined as the rate of processed
frames over all the decoders to assess the efficiency of proposed
decoder pruning. For instance, Cost = 100.00, if all the decoders
are fully computed, and Cost = 14.29, if only a single model is
computed while other six decoders had been terminated at the first
frame.

3.3. Preliminary Experiments

First, the performance of each model was examined. Word error
rates of all acoustic models when each model was used individu-
ally are listed in Table 1. In this experiment, the best word error
rate of 9.40% was obtained by applying ATR-PTM model. In this
case, Cost is calculated as 14.29 as stated in section 3.2.

Next, the performance of conventional parallel decoding was
examined. All models are fully computed as conventional parallel
decoding, and the best result was selected after all the models are
computed. The results are shown in Table 2. By selecting the
best model at each utterance by hand, a word error rate of 5.36 %
was obtained. This is the upper bound when applying automatic
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Table 1: WER by single model.

WERmodel
JNAS ATR Total

JNAS-PTM 7.28% 21.37% 10.11%
ATR-PTM 7.70% 16.16% 9.40%

Senior-PTM 11.81% 27.22% 14.90%
Child-PTM 39.81% 36.97% 51.16%

JNAS-Tel-tri 96.67% 92.12% 95.77%
JNAS-tri 6.56% 21.49% 9.55%
ATR-tri 7.27% 20.16% 9.85%

Table 2: WER and cost by static model selection.

method WER Cost

best of single model (ATR-PTM) 9.40% 14.29
oracle model selection 5.36% 100.00

selection by likelihood of final result 8.94% 100.00
selection by likelihood of first pass 9.33% 100.00

ction. It was confirmed that multi-model speech recognition
parallel decoding gives slightly lower word error rates than

le-model one.

Results

mples of transitions of the two criteria based on maximum hy-
esis likelihood and top confidence score are plotted on Figure
d Figure 3, respectively. A reliminary experiment has shown
the performance using confidence score is optimal at N = 4

his test set, accodingly we use that value at Figure 3. In Figure
oth the child model and telephony model got much lower val-
while other models are comparable. Thus it is considered that

likelihood should reflects the acoustic space of the training set.
igure 3, not only the child model and telephony model, but also
or model gets lower value in average. It is considered that de-
ers with relatively much lower confidence than the maximum
be terminated.
Finally, the total relationship between WER and Cost when
g the proposed two criteria separately and together are plotted
igure 4. The performance was measured while changing the
meter values goff , start, Coff and N . Table 3 summarizes
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Figure 4: WER and cost by proposed method.

the best result, where Cost becomes minimal while best keeping
WER equal to the static model selection.

The likelihood-based pruning reduced the computational cost
to 39.42, with a slight loss of accuracy. On the contrary, by
confidence-based pruning, lower WER was obtained though some
computational amount increased. Conclusively, Cost = 36.53
was achieved by using combination of both criteria.

By using only word likelihood as criterion, the correlation
was not seen in the change in computational cost and WER. The
range of word likelihoods among each models changes place rarely
therefore, the selected model did not depend on the setting of offset
threshold goff strictly.

Via the combination of word likelihood and confidence score
as pruning criteria, the result was settled to a roughly better value.
In the beginning of input frame, the model which the domain is
quite different was rejected by word likelihood, and afterward,
comparison among remaining models was advanced by confidence
score, therefore high accurate model selection was conducted by
low computational cost.

Table 3: WER and cost by proposed method.

criteria WER cost

word likelihood 9.17% 39.42
confidence score 8.61% 46.75

word likelihood + confidence score 8.53% 36.53
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4. Conclusions
efficient parallel decoding scheme which contributes to the re-
tion of computational cost has been introduced. Our method
es model reliability toward the input in the middle of recog-
n process by comparing maximum hypothesis likelihoods and
N confidence scores among surviving decoders at each input
e. Experiments demonstrated that the proposed method has
bility to achieve much computational reduction in the frame-
k of parallel speech recognition without impairing recognition
racy. Future work will be dedicated to examination on broad
stic condition, language model combination and more stable
ria, and compare this method with other approach, such as su-
ised model selection.
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